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The role of genes

• Nature versus nurture
• Heritability research and the debate about what it tells us about the
role of social policy (Galton, Herrnstein and Murray, Goldberger,
Manski)

• Gene-environment interactions
• Epigentic “link between nature and nurture”
• Challenges (Relton and Davey Smith 2010; Heijmans and Mill 2012)
• All require large scale data sets with environmental and genetic
information and interdisciplinary work
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Environment

• Environment is the policy relevant parameter
• Home environment measures highly correlated (parental SES, parent
education, income etc) and causal pathways complex
• Often modeled additively not accounting for correlations between genes
and environment
• Twin studies make assumptions about shared environments
• But causal estimates of impact of education from quasi experimental
work that does not draw on genetic information are informative
• Cunha and Heckman (2008) Haveman and Wolf (1995)
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Power problem is serious

• Difficulty of identifying impact of candidate genes on some phenotypes,
even with mid sized samples
• Candidate by gene interactions even more problematic
• False positives
• Eg our own work on dyslexia unable to replicate a reported positive
association
• Need for very large sample sizes
• Difficult even for our large cohort studies
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New data

• We need >30k sample size
• UK Lifestudy http://www.lifestudy.ac.uk/homepage
• 80k expected sample size

• Recruit in pregnancy and start data collection 2014
• Full genome
• Rich environmental data

• Cognition of mothers and children
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